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KEY=PLEASE - ANGELINA ARI
PASSION
EROTIC ROMANCE FOR WOMEN
Cleis Press Love and sex have always been intimately intertwined, and Passion shows just how well the two can merge. This collection of steamy stories combines rich and explicit
imagery with tales of classic love, letting the best writers of erotic romance bring to life tales that can be read aloud in bed. From long lost lovers reunited to love at ﬁrst sight to
romance rekindled, Passion’s succulent stories quicken heartbeats and appeal to everyone, from the least to the most romantic of souls.

BECOMING SIR
CreateSpace Sawyer's story from The Art of D/s trilogy. Intended for adult readers 18+ and contains detailed, erotic sexual encounters, moderate BDSM themes, menage and
profanity. Reliable, trustworthy, loyal to a fault - Sawyer is the kind of man other men want to be; a real man's man. But behind the facade of a his tough exterior and deadly silence
hides a strong, tortured man with dark secrets. Always content to be in the shadows, now is the time of his sexual awakening. When Sawyer realized that there were women who
unabashedly wanted to be dominated and controlled, and there was a world that embraced such things as domination and submission - everything seemed to fall into place. Tired of
pretending to be someone he wasn't and suppressing his dominant tendencies, he takes the leap into the world of BDSM under the guidance of his friend and mentor, never to look
back. But the dark past and his heinous actions are hard to forget and even more diﬃcult to leave behind. Will he be able to move forward and become the man he yearns to be?
This Sawyer's journey into becoming Dominant, Master, Sir.

PLAYING THE GAME
NEIGHBORLY AFFECTION BOOK 1
Whiskey Jack Editing LLC The USA TODAY bestselling beginning to the NEIGHBORLY AFFECTION series. She expects dinner with neighbors—but gets sex with a side of safewords.
Fantasies about her sexy neighbors spice up Alice's nights, even a year after she's moved in. She can't decide whether the men are roommates or partners, but either way, they
spark a wanton desire in this mechanical engineer that has her imagination—and vibrator—working overtime. Henry, director of everything around him, studies human nature and
applies philosophies to his paintings as well as his relationships. Quirky and polite to a fault, he follows his own code of honor even when it means denying himself. Charming and
playful, Jay craves stability, guidance, and the chance to please others. His antics counterbalance Henry's formal ways and bring vulnerability and fun to the trio's adventures. BDSM
play with the enigmatic artist and ﬂirtatious joker across the hall allows Alice to quiet the too-logical mind that has kept her unsatisﬁed and distant with other lovers. She must
reconsider her notions of love, submission, and independence if she's to ﬁnd a permanent place in their bed and hearts.

EDGE OF THE ENFORCER
One sadist. One submissive.One extraordinary love.WELCOME TO DARK HAVENAND MAY ALL YOUR DARKEST WISHES COME TRUEFleeing false murder charges, Lindsey lands in San
Francisco. There she builds a satisfying life until, in the notorious Dark Haven BDSM club, she encounters deVries. Moth, meet ﬂame.A security specialist and occasional mercenary,
deVries needs an adorable submissive like a knife to the gut. Hell, she's not even a masochist. But here she is, all big brown eyes and sweet body and sassy mouth. Loyal. Toughminded. Honest.Or maybe not, considering her ID is forged. If she thinks to lie to him, she'll learn better. He's the Enforcer of Dark Haven-his discipline is absolute, his punishments
harsh, and his heart untouched...until now.

DIRTY DATES
EROTIC FANTASIES FOR COUPLES
Simon and Schuster What happens when date night involves a blindfold, a corset, handcuﬀs, or a spanking? The couples in Dirty Dates combine kink and romance in this collection of
erotic stories that provides plenty of ideas for your next sexy outing. Your 50th date can be even hotter than the ﬁrst ones if you play by the rule of Rachel Kramer Bussel, which
means NO rules at all except for an emphasis on pure pleasure. Rachel Kramer Bussel has quickly become America's favorite erotic writer with dozens of best-selling books, awards,
and deeply satisﬁed readers to her credit. Dirty Dates is a delectable collection of stories redolent with romance featuring two people in lust. From ﬁrst dates to long-term lovers to
hook-ups and missed connections, the common theme is coming together in every sense of the word!

PLEASE SIR F*CK ME! BDSM 3 EROTIC STORIES
FIRST LESBIAN EXPERIENCE, THREESOME, MISTRESS, MFM AND MORE
Three steamy hot erotic BDSM stories fulﬁlling your deepest desires, the only question is: Can you handle it? Contains explicit content such as spanking, submission and heavy
sexual scenes. This book is for adult audiences only!

MAKE ME, SIR
MASTERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS: 5
VanScoy Publishing Group “I loved this book! Wait. Let me say this again. I LOVED this book!” ~ Fallen Angels Reviews BOOK DESCRIPTION: Her job is to make his life miserable. His job
is to make her submit. Whose heart will surrender ﬁrst? Across the country, rebellious BDSM submissives are being systematically kidnapped, one from each club. When her friend
falls prey to the slavers, FBI victim specialist Gabrielle volunteers to be bait in a club not yet hit: the Shadowlands. She ﬁnds that being a bratty sub comes naturally, especially
when she gets to twit the appallingly conservative Master of the trainees. But she soon discovers he’s not as stuﬀy as she’d thought. Or as mean. She’d expected punishment, even
humiliation, but she sure never expected to fall in love with a damned lawyer. Courtesy of a prima donna ex-wife, Marcus loathes disobedient submissives. When the club owner
insists he admit an incredibly bratty trainee, he’s furious. But as he comes to know Gabrielle and sees the alluring sweetness beneath the sass, he starts to fall for her.
Unfortunately, Marcus isn't the only one who believes the feisty redhead is a prize worth capturing. And in the world of the slaver, such treasure is worth a hefty fee. “I don't think
there is any other option for me than 5 stars. I'd give it a whole lot more if I could.” ~ The Romance Reviews * * * * * "If you’ve not experienced the fantastic work of Cherise Sinclair,
now’s a good time to start." ~ Whipped Cream Reviews In the exclusive Shadowlands BDSM club, the title “Master” is given to only the most powerful, experienced, and skilled
Dominants. However, although each Master may have played with many, many submissives, no training can prepare a Dom for falling in love. Each book in the Masters of the
Shadowlands series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. The MASTERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS series Book 1: Club Shadowlands Book 2: Dark Citadel Book 3:
Breaking Free Book 4: Lean on Me Book 5: Make Me, Sir Book 6: To Command & Collar Book 7: This Is Who I Am Book 8: If Only Book 9: Show Me, Baby Book 10: Servicing the Target
Book 11: Protecting His Own Keywords: BDSM, erotic romance, dominance, male Dom, BDSM club, dominant hero, shadowlands, submission, alpha male, bondage, masters of the
shadowlands, spanking, suspense

BEST BONDAGE EROTICA OF THE YEAR
Cleis Press A cameraman puts a TV anchor on display in a whole new way… Two NASA oﬃcials wage an interstellar battle between protocol and desire, and one is taken captive . . . A
gender-bending bounty hunter keeps his bounty hostage for more than just the monetary reward . . . Two warring neighbors discover that bondage can be a powerful negotiating
tool . . . “Merlin” and the “Lady of the Lake” invoke the magic of the woods to fuel their ﬁery passions . . . Best Bondage Erotica of the Year is back with erotica maven and awardwinning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel compiling the most scintillating bondage stories into this one amazing collection. With a wide variety of diﬀerent pairings, genders, and genres,
these stories are all united in their deep desire for the mind-bending thrills of this o-so-delectable act. Whether you are exploring your kinky side, are looking for inspiration in the
bedroom, or are simply interested in a sexy read, this collection is poised to please and titillate readers of any experience level who are keen to explore the depths of their own
passions and penchants for the perverse.

SIR LOIN VOM RIND
THE KING'S DUNGEON
Renaissance EBooks The King and his noblemen pursued a life of unbridled lust with those that submitted to their power by choice or for the unfortunate, in the dungeons below the
castle where bondage insured their submission. Nothing is forbidden for the privileged, not even the unspeakable taboos of society. "King's Dungeon" is set in the 11th century
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where men dominate and woman had no choice but to submit to any and all demands a man could conceive. King Rulf, after conquering his enemies, returns to take his rightful
place on the throne with a wife to bear him many heirs. But there is always time to ﬁnd his pleasures in the bedrooms of any woman he desires or to satisfy his jaded lust in the
dungeons.

SAY PLEASE
LESBIAN BDSM EROTICA
Cleis Press Sinclair Sexsmith presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink ? tantalizing tales rich in variety and saucy details of girls put in their place ? and held there ﬁrmly. A girly-girl
reaps a sweet punishment for refusing to mess up her oh-so-pink lipstick and a well-equipped top takes charge. Whether readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking
control, Say Please oﬀers plenty of erotic inspiration and gives readers exactly what they want! In "The Cruelest Kind," Kiki Delovely's naughty narrator gets her just desserts from
her butch girlfriend with some ﬁerce back alley bondage while D.L. King's domme makes her submissive strip before un unseen audience, binds her to a bench, and gives her a good
strapping in "A Public Spectacle." Anna Watson' bored housewife gets more than she bargains for in "The Keys" when she follows a lesbian animal trainer out to a queer bar and
anything goes in Xan West's sexy "Strong" when a transgender butch and genderqueer sub engage in some very tough love.

THE FLIRTATION: SUBMISSIVE 9
Hachette UK Fans of E. L. James, Sylvia Day, Maya Banks and Beth Kery will be seduced by New York Times bestselling author Tara Sue Me's electrifying Submissive series. She's
ready for a fresh start... Lynne has not wanted for anything since she began working as Nathaniel and Abby's nanny - until the night they invite her to a group BDSM meeting. The
abrupt breakup she had with her last Dom made her turn her back on the lifestyle, but now she's ready to dive back in. When she starts chatting on online BDSM message boards,
she's shocked to discover Simon, her former Dom, is a frequent poster - and even more shocked at herself when she creates a secret identity and strikes up a conversation. After
messaging with a mysterious submissive online, Simon forms an immediate connection. Lynne and Simon's D/s relationship grows in intensity, but can their relationship survive
after the truth is exposed, and Lynne's identity is laid bare? Before there was the fan ﬁction that became Fifty Shades of Grey, there was The Submissive. Indulge in the series that
started it all . . .

ASKING FOR IT
Penguin Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and ashamed of her own fantasies: being taken by force by a man who will claim her completely. When the mysterious Jonah
Marks learns her secret, he makes a stunning oﬀer: they will remain near-strangers and meet in secret so that he can fulﬁl her fantasies. Their arrangement is twisted. The sex is
incredible. And soon their emotions are bound together as tightly as the rope around Vivienne's wrists. But the secrets in their pasts threaten to take their arrangement down an
even darker path.

NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR
epubli "Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as "1984", is a dystopian social science ﬁction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It was published on 8 June 1949 by
Secker & Warburg as Orwell's ninth and ﬁnal book completed in his lifetime. Thematically, "Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance,
and repressive regimentation of persons and behaviours within society. Orwell, himself a democratic socialist, modelled the authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist
Russia. More broadly, the novel examines the role of truth and facts within politics and the ways in which they are manipulated. The story takes place in an imagined future, the
year 1984, when much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war, omnipresent government surveillance, historical negationism, and propaganda. Great Britain, known as
Airstrip One, has become a province of a totalitarian superstate named Oceania that is ruled by the Party who employ the Thought Police to persecute individuality and independent
thinking. Big Brother, the leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult of personality despite the fact that he may not even exist. The protagonist, Winston Smith, is a diligent and
skillful rank-and-ﬁle worker and Outer Party member who secretly hates the Party and dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden relationship with a colleague, Julia, and starts
to remember what life was like before the Party came to power.

DARK NOTES
Heartbound Media, Inc. They call me a slut. Maybe I am. Sometimes I do things I despise. Sometimes men take without asking. But I have a musical gift, only a year left of high school,
and a plan. With one obstacle. Emeric Marceaux doesn’t just take. He seizes my will power and bangs it like a dark note. When he commands me to play, I want to give him
everything. I kneel for his punishments, tremble for his touch, and risk it all for our stolen moments. He’s my obsession, my master, my music. And my teacher.

SHAMELESS SUBMISSION
A DARK BDSM ROMANCE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform One hot Dom... one high-paid hooker... two months of 'training'. Michael I've had it all. Major heartache and big-time success. Now I can get
whatever I want, whenever I want. And I want her... Stella I've had a rough life. The street is all I've known and I'm the best at what I do... and I'll do most things. Always in demand,
I'm my pimp's best moneymaker. One Dom. One not-so-submissive and the man who wants her back. Will she stay with her new master and submit to the lifestyle, or rebel and
return to her scandalous life on the street? Feel Stella's pleasure and pain in this BDSM romance while she learns to please the man she calls, 'Sir'. Shameless Submission is a story
of love and hurt between a billionaire dom and his willing sub with a guaranteed HEA and no cliﬀhangers!

SERVING HIM
SEXY STORIES OF SUBMISSION
Cleis Press Who knew that BDSM would become the biggest trend in book publishing? Rachel Kramer Bussel did and has emerged as one of the top writers, editors and experts on the
subject. Serving Him pays homage to those irresistible men who control their partners with a glance, a pair of handcuﬀs, or a ﬁrm smack on the bottom. As true tops, the bossy
hunks in these stories understand that erotic BDSM is about exulting in power that is freely yielded. Rachel and her coterie of contributors cover the full range of the male dom’s
brand of sensual sadism, from spanking and bondage to public sex and power exchange.

WOMEN IN LUST
EROTIC STORIES
Cleis Press The characters featured in Women in Lust are diﬀerent in many ways, but what connects them is that pure impulse for a lover. Sometimes, he is someone she knows well;
other times, the attraction lies in precisely the fact that he represents the unknown. And sometimes, like in Kayar Silkenvoice's Japanese massage story, he is a she! Whether
watching a lover play the guitar, using a webcam, going out for a smoke or simply through a chance encounter, these women seize the opportunities presented to them, savouring
those moments of lust that teach them about themselves.

CHRISTMAS AT THE CLUB
BOUND
Penguin FIRST IN A NEW SERIES In the new Mastered series by New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James, a woman’s desire to shatter her inhibitions leaves her unprepared
for where that erotic journey will take her…. Former small-town girl Amery Hardwick is living her dream as a graphic designer in Denver, Colorado. She’s focused on building her
business, which leaves little time for dating—not that she needs a romantic entanglement to fulﬁll her. When her friend signs up for a self-defense class as part of her recovery after
an attack, Amery joins her for support. That’s where she meets him. Ronin Black, owner of the dojo, is so drawn to Amery that he takes over her training—in public and in private.
The enigmatic Ronin pushes Amery’s boundaries from the start, and with each new tryst, Amery becomes addicted to the pleasure and to him. But when Amery senses Ronin is
hiding something, she questions her total trust in him, despite the undeniable thrill of his possession….

RUSH
Penguin In the ﬁrst novel in the Breathless trilogy, a man is about to have his fantasies come true with a woman who was once forbidden fruit, and is now ripe for the picking... When
Gabe Hamilton saw Mia Crestwell walk into the ballroom for his hotel’s grand opening, he knew he was going to hell for what he had planned. After all, Mia is his best friend’s little
sister. Except she’s not so little anymore. And Gabe has waited a long time to act on his desires. Gabe has starred in Mia’s fantasies more than once. So what if he’s fourteen years
older? Mia knows he’s way out of her league, but her attraction has only grown stronger with time. She’s an adult now, and there’s no reason not to act on her most secret desires.
As Gabe pulls her into his provocative world, she realizes there’s a lot she doesn’t know about him or how exacting his demands can be. Their relationship is intense and obsessive,
but as they cross the line from secret sexual odyssey to something deeper, their aﬀair runs the risk of being exposed—and vulnerable to a betrayal far more intimate than either
expected.

FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
Vintage When Anastasia Steele, a young literature student, interviews wealthy young entrepreneur Christian Grey for her campus magazine, their initial meeting introduces
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Anastasia to an exciting new world that will change them both forever. Reissue. Movie tie-in.

WICKED TIES
Penguin She didn’t know what she wanted… Morgan O’Malley has seen a lot of kinky things as the hostess of a cable sex talk show. But she’s never met a man like Jack Cole before. A
self-proclaimed dominant, he’s as alpha as a male can get—and good for Morgan to have around when an obsessed stalker ratchets up his attempts to get to her. Until he made her
beg for it. Though Jack is a bodyguard, Morgan feels anything but safe in his presence because, slowly and seductively, Jack is bringing her deepest fantasies to the surface. And
when he bends her to his will, what’s more shocking than her surrender is how much she enjoys it—and starts to crave his masterful touch. A willing player in Jack’s games, Morgan
knows that his motives aren’t pure, but she has no idea how personal they are…

DANGEROUSLY BOUND
Penguin She can whip up something sweet… Allie LeClair has ﬁnally returned to the sultry city of New Orleans. After ten years of studying and working as a pastry chef in San
Francisco and all over Europe—and feeding her submissive side at BDSM clubs—Allie is home, and she has something to prove to the man who once fueled her desires. She’s not a
child anymore. But with two in the kitchen… When security specialist Mick Reid hears that Allie is back in town, he knows he won’t be able to stay away for long. Ever since he
discovered his darker side, Mick has tried to protect Allie from the aggressive beast within him—but that power and wildness is exactly what she wants. Can they take the heat? Allie
has made the ﬁrst move, but now it’s up to Mick. The game has begun, and playing has never been so rough.

SERVICING THE TARGET
Evil Eye Concepts, Incorporated A discharged Army Ranger, Ben considers his job as a BDSM club security guard to be an excellent hobby. He’s never been tempted to join in. But
everything changes when the notorious Mistress Anne inadvertently reveals the caring heart concealed beneath her Domme armor. Now, he’s set his sights on the beautiful
Shadowlands Mistress. Maybe he’d considered himself vanilla, but she can put her stiletto on his chest any day, any time. He’ll trust her delicate hands to hold his heart. And if she
wants to whip his ass on the way to an outstanding climax, he’s just ﬁne with that too. Sure, he knows she likes “pretty boy” slaves. And he’s older. Craggy and rough. And six-ﬁve.
Minor hindrances. The mission is a go.

BEST WOMEN'S EROTICA OF THE YEAR
Cleis Press Dive into these sexy surprises . . . From a model and her hot security guard using a new sex toy to a shifter triad taking a major new step in their relationship, these sexy
stories are sure to wow you. Lovers deviate from their set routine to explore the thrill of the unknown in "Tulsa," while one woman goes on a very "Wicked Ride" that takes her to a
totally diﬀerent kind of arousal. From fetishes to fantasies to the taboo, the women in these stories are ready to surprise you. Discover a new way of getting oﬀ with "Gravity" and
unravel a "Puzzle" about a male stripper who's even hotter than Magic Mike. Whether you're new to erotica or a longtime reader, these scenarios deliver the heat. Best Women's
Erotica of the Year, Volume 7 features the hottest erotic stories by popular authors such as Lucy Eden, Adriana Herrera, Erin McLellan, Angelina M. Lopez, Holley Trent, Sara Taylor
Woods, and many others, edited by the award-winning Rachel Kramer Bussel.

AFTER HOURS
(INTERMIX)
Penguin A "smoking hot"* erotic romance novel that will have you up all night... Erin Coﬀey has been a nurse for years, but nothing’s prepared her for the physical and emotional
demands of her new position. Needing to move closer to her dysfunctional family, she takes a dangerous job at Larkhaven Psychiatric Hospital, where she quickly learns that she
needs protection—and she meets the strong, over-conﬁdent coworker who’s more than willing to provide it. Kelly Robak is the type of guy that Erin has sworn she’d never get
involved with. She’s seen ﬁrsthand, via her mess of a sister, what chaos guys like him can bring into a woman’s life. But she ﬁnds herself drawn to him anyway, even when he shows
up at her door, not eager to take no for an answer. What Erin ﬁnds even more shocking than Kelly’s indecent proposal is how much she enjoys submitting to his every command. But
he can’t play the tough guy indeﬁnitely. If they want to have more than just an aﬀair, both will have to open up and reveal what they truly need. “The sweet, smoking hot, standout
erotic romance you’ve been craving.”—*New York Times bestselling author Beth Kery

CRASH INTO YOU
Penguin "With her debut erotic romance CRASH INTO YOU, Roni Loren has penned a sexy, sizzling tale that is sure to have readers begging for more!" -Jo Davis, author of I Spy a Dark
Obsession Brynn LeBreck has dedicated herself to helping women in crisis, but she never imagined how personal her work would get, or where it would take her. Her younger sister
is missing, suspected to be hiding from cops and criminals alike at a highly secretive BDSM retreat-a place where the elite escape to play out their most extreme sexual fantasies. To
ﬁnd her, Brynn must go undercover as a sexual submissive. Unfortunately, The Ranch is invitation only. And the one master who can get her in is from the darkest corner of Brynn's
past. Brynn knows what attorney Reid Jamison is like once stripped of his conservative suit and tie. Years ago she left herself vulnerable only to have him crush her heart. Now she
needs him again. Back on top. And he's all too willing to engage. But as their primal desires and old wounds are exposed, the sexual games escalate-and so does the danger. Their
hearts aren't the only things at risk. Someone else is watching, playing by his own rules. And his game could be murder.

THE SUBMISSIVE
Penguin When CEO Nathaniel West, a skilled dominant, is looking for a new submissive, Abby King agrees to play the part and although Abby ﬁnds fulﬁllment in her new experiences,
she realizes that Nathaniel can only remain cold and distant.

BECAUSE YOU ARE MINE
Turtleback As Francesca and Ian's relationship grows more intense, Francesca discovers something about Ian and herself that forever changes the game and the players. Original.

THE ART OF INTRUSION
THE REAL STORIES BEHIND THE EXPLOITS OF HACKERS, INTRUDERS AND DECEIVERS
John Wiley & Sons Hacker extraordinaire Kevin Mitnick delivers the explosive encore to his bestselling The Art of Deception Kevin Mitnick, the world's most celebrated hacker, now
devotes his life to helping businesses and governments combat data thieves, cybervandals, and other malicious computer intruders. In his bestselling The Art of Deception, Mitnick
presented ﬁctionalized case studies that illustrated how savvy computer crackers use "social engineering" to compromise even the most technically secure computer systems. Now,
in his new book, Mitnick goes one step further, oﬀering hair-raising stories of real-life computer break-ins-and showing how the victims could have prevented them. Mitnick's
reputation within the hacker community gave him unique credibility with the perpetrators of these crimes, who freely shared their stories with him-and whose exploits Mitnick now
reveals in detail for the ﬁrst time, including: A group of friends who won nearly a million dollars in Las Vegas by reverse-engineering slot machines Two teenagers who were
persuaded by terrorists to hack into the Lockheed Martin computer systems Two convicts who joined forces to become hackers inside a Texas prison A "Robin Hood" hacker who
penetrated the computer systems of many prominent companies-andthen told them how he gained access With riveting "you are there" descriptions of real computer break-ins,
indispensable tips on countermeasures security professionals need to implement now, and Mitnick's own acerbic commentary on the crimes he describes, this book is sure to reach a
wide audience-and attract the attention of both law enforcement agencies and the media.

BLUEBEARD'S WIFE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Tara's husband has never shared a fantasy with her, or even masturbated--that she knows of. However, this curious wife discovers a phone
bill full of phone calls to sex lines and realizes her husband has been living a double life! Instead of getting mad, Tara's curiosity leads her to begin listening in on John's steamy
conversations in hopes of ﬁnding out what he really wants in the bedroom. After several failed attempts at bringing fantasy to reality, however, a frustrated Tara turns to her much
more adventurous best friend, Kelly, for help. A quick psychology 101 diagnosis from Dr. Kelly marks John as having a classic "madonna/whore" complex, and she quickly sets about
making plans to rectify this situation. Tara goes along for the ride, hoping that Kelly may have the answer to bridging the seemingly ever-growing gap in her marriage?---------Warnings: This title contains erotic situations, graphic language, sex, ménage a trois (MFF threesome), lesbian sex and some naughty daddy/daughter role play, too!---------EXCERPT:“Seeing you dancing out there with Kelly—you don't know how sexy you are, do you?” he asked, leaning over to me, his hand running up from my knee to my thigh. His
breath was warm on my face, and I could smell the 7&7's he'd been drinking all night. My own head was still swimming with wine.“You two rubbing up against each other, seeing
your red little dress riding up and up,” he whispered, his hand pushing my dress up further as he sought higher ground on my leg. “You looked just like you do when you come, with
your eyes half closed and your mouth open and your legs quivering.”I moaned, tilting my face up to him, and then he was kissing me, his tongue forcing its way past my teeth, down
my throat, as he pressed me into the door. “I wanted to fuck you right there on the dance ﬂoor,” he growled against my neck, biting and sucking at my ﬂesh. “I wanted to fuck you
both.”I gasped, his hands groping me in the dark, everywhere at once. My dress was pushed up to my waist now, his ﬁngers rubbing fast and hard between my legs. We kissed, our
mouths meshing together as he leaned over the gearshift to get to me. When he pulled my panties aside and plunged his ﬁngers into me, I hissed, putting one foot up onto the
dashboard to give him better access.He was trying to climb over onto me but there wasn't enough room—not in his little Roadster. When I whispered that fact to him, he grunted,
pulling his hand away from me and moving to open his door. A moment later, he was opening mine, and I was still sitting there with my panties askew, my heels oﬀ, and my dress
shoved up to my waist, struggling with the seatbelt.He leaned over me and popped the button, pulling me out of the car and crushing me to him, his tongue digging deep into my
mouth. I clung to him, wrapping my arms around his neck, feeling his hands roaming over my ass, squeezing and lifting me, pressing my crotch to his. I could feel how hard he was
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through his trousers.Then he was turning me around, pressing me over the hood of the car, shoving my dress up higher on my waist. His hands moved over my ass, my thighs, and I
heard his zipper and the felt his cock pressing against my panties. He shoved those aside, his ﬁngers ﬁnding me again, moving in and out of my wetness—and I was wet, soaking
wet, my panties moist with my heat.He didn't bother to take them oﬀ, he just replaced his ﬁngers with his cock, shoving himself deep inside me with a growl. I moaned, pressing my
cheek to the metal, the engine still ticking as he started to fuck me, my hands out in front of me, just letting him take me. I could see the Christmas lights of the neighbor's house
across the street, a blurred red and green glow as he rocked me against the Beemer's electric blue hood.

INDEBTED EPILOGUE
Pepper Winters New York Times, Wall Street Journal, & USA Today Bestselling Dark Romance Series. INDEBTED EPILOGUE is a bonus book to be read after: Debt Inheritance First Debt
Second Debt Third Debt Fourth Debt Final Debt “Life after death…love after debts…is it possible after so much pain?” No information will be given so no spoilers are slipped, but if
you enjoyed the Indebted Series, you'll want to read this ﬁnal edition. To sign up for release day alerts please ﬁll in: http://eepurl.com/120b5

THE ROMANCE OF SPANKING
THE COMPLETE COLLECTION
"The Romance of Spanking: The Complete Collection" is an anthology of romantic tales including short stories, novelettes and novellas celebrating romantic relationships with a
hefty dash of added spice, the eroticism of spanking as an integral part of the relationship. The heroines in these stories may be strong, brave, and ﬁercely independent women; the
heroes may be stalwart, loving, gentle and true, but somewhere along the line corporal discipline is called for, and it is duly meted out, creating that sexual frission that devotees of
the BDSM arts know so well.The stories cover multiple eras and genres - contemporary, historical, thriller and adventure. In these pages are knights and ladies, pirates, private
eyes, spies, cowboys and cowgirls. But in all these eras and settings one thing holds true with all these romantic relationships -- domestic discipline will be necessary.ContentsThe
One Room Schoolhouse -- A new schoolteacher in rural West Virginia in 1900 meets a handsome deputy sheriﬀSun Valley Serenade -- A double booking in a ski resort rental house
leads to some interesting complicationsA Princess of Vernonia -- A princess punished by her father must ﬁnd a way to save the family she wronged and her kingdomBring Back the
Paddle -- A new school board member sees a way to attract the attention of a handsome doctorThe Beresford Heiresses -- An eccentric billionaire teaches his wayward nieces a
lesson in disciplineOne Hot Summer Night -- A guy, a girl, and a hot sultry New Orleans nightBeverly and the Principal -- A young mom decides to learn ﬁrst hand what her daughter
will face when sentenced to swats with the paddleThe Legend of Sophia the Fair -- A princess must sacriﬁce her dignity and endure humiliating punishment to save her peopleThe
Central City Discussion Club -- A writer helps a woman save her brother's property by sneaking her into a BDSM clubA Pirate's Tale -- A young woman traveling to America by ship is
abducted by a pirate who is more noble than he appearsThe Card Sharp -- A young woman sets her cap for a poker ace by challenging him to a gameIt Was a Very Good Year -- A
coming of age tale and a young man's ﬁrst loveThe Princess' Tutor -- A princess has some hard lessons to learnThe Ellsworth Bequest -- A young woman admits to an old prank in
order to secure an important bequestBecky the Prankster -- An on-oﬀ relationship between two old friends reaches a turning point with one last prankThe Poker Lesson -- A downon-her-luck gambler learns an important lesson from a debonair spyJacque and the Professor -- The professor next door agrees to tutor his attractive neighbor using a carrot and
stick approachKidnapped -- The family calls upon a security specialist to retrieve their wayward daughter and insure she doesn't place herself in danger againThe Great Cheerleader
Bet -- A high school reunion revives an old wager between a pair of ex sweetheartsVoyage to Perdition -- An undercover investigator lodged in a summer home with an attractive
young woman and her sister is tasked to monitor a suspicious neighbor, but complications arise when he must rescue both from a dangerous gangster

DISCIPLINE AND PUNISH
THE BIRTH OF THE PRISON
Penguin UK 'Imaginative, illuminating and innovative' The New York Times Book Review The grisly spectacle of public executions and torture of centuries ago has been replaced by
the penal system in western society - but has anything really changed? In his revolutionary work on control and power relations in our public institutions, Michel Foucault argues
that the development of prisons, police organizations and legal hierarchies has merely changed the focus of domination from our bodies to our souls. Even schools, factories,
barracks and hospitals, in which an individual's time is controlled hour by hour, are part of a disciplinary society. 'Foucault's genius is called forth into the eloquent clarity of his
passions ... his best book' Washington Post

DEVIATIONS: SUBMISSION
MASTERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS
Vanscoy Publishing Group Contemporary BDSM erotic romance "(contains Club Shadowlands & Dark Citadel)" CLUB SHADOWLANDS Her car disabled during a tropical storm, Jessica
Randall discovers the isolated house where she's sheltering is a private bondage club. At ﬁrst shocked, she soon becomes aroused watching the interactions between the Doms and
their subs. But she's a professional woman--an accountant--and surely isn't a submissive . . . is she? Master Z hasn't been so attracted to a woman in years. But the little sub who
has wandered into his club intrigues him. She's intelligent. Reserved. Conservative. After he discovers her interest in BDSM, he can't resist tying her up and unleashing the passion
she hides within. DARK CITADEL After Kari breaks up with her date during Beginner's Night at Club Shadowlands, she's given the option to continue with an experienced dominant.
Despite her steamy fantasies about BDSM, the inexperienced schoolteacher plans to simply observe. Yet under the unyielding hands of Master Dan, she not only participates, but
gives him everything he asks for. There is nothing she can hide from him. Not her passion...or her love. Still mourning the death of his wife, Master Dan avoids getting involved with
women and he never takes a sub twice. But this modest little beginner is such a sweetie, one night is far from enough. As he plumbs her responses, taking her ever deeper into the
world of BDSM, the gentle submissive begins to show him how barren his life has become and what a dark citadel he's made of his heart. During their three nights together, the
teacher will learn to submit...can she teach the master to love?

JARED'S EVOLUTION
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform He wants to dominate me...to discipline me. He wants me to call him Daddy... I've always taken care of myself--worked hard to become king
of the courtroom and excel in the cutthroat business of winning cases. I'm ﬁerce...brutal...conﬁdent. I'm a lie. Underneath my armor, I'm drowning, losing myself under the weight of
life. At thirty-three years old, I should be able to handle the pressure. My neighbor Kieran sees past my spotless suits and manufactured control to the real Jared. The one who
secretly craves being dominated, to serve, and to give up control--not just in the bedroom, but in every aspect of my personal life. I can't want this...but I do... When I'm under
Kieran's command--spanked, rewarded and caged--I'm free. With Kieran's care and guidance, my mind is unburdened as my body soars to new heights, and Kieran becomes what we
both need him to be: Daddy. It's a journey of dominance and submission--of rules, schedules, security and discipline. He opens my world, teaches me, changes me...but he doesn't
let me in. It's temporary, Daddy tells me, and I'd be wise to remember that, so I don't get hurt. Warning: Jared's Evolution contains BDSM elements, domestic discipline, spanking,
and daddy kink--without age play--between two consenting adults. If any of those things oﬀend you, reading this book might not be a good idea. Jared's Evolution is part of the
Desires Unleashed collection. Some books in this collection will have darker themes. Please be aware Desires Unleashed are er*tic and not your typical Riley Hart romance. You can
expect the mental and emotional journey to be led by the physical/s*xual moments--which will be intense, frequent and kinky.

BIG BOOK OF SUBMISSION
69 KINKY TALES
Cleis Press Whether you are simply curious about submission or regularly revel in the delights of BDSM, these sixty-nine erotic short stories about submissives will turn you on! From
participating in a musical recital that takes a very kinky turn to making a grocery run while using sex toys to indulging in a risqué oﬃce encounter during working hours, these subs
delight in obeying (or deliberately disobeying) their masters and mistresses in public and in private. They are rewarded and punished in the most wicked of ways that will leave you
breathless. Edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel, with stories by Selena Kitt, Jade A. Waters, Dorothy Freed, and Sommer Marsden among other talented writers, The Big Book of
Submission, Volume 2 oﬀers arousing tales that delve deep into the thrills of spanking, bondage, power dynamics, service, exhibitionism, erotic adventure, and much more. With
contributions by: Evoë Thorne Adrea Kore Pearl Monroe Rob Rosen Mischa Eliot Heather Day Jade Melisande Rod Harden Kendel Davi Annabeth Leong D. Fostalove Salome Wilde
Giselle Renarde Iris Ann Hunter Roxanna Cross Jade A. Waters Dahlia Lovejoy Genevieve Ash Corrine A. Silver Xan West Dorothy Freed VK Foxe Randi Miller Rachel Kramer Bussel
Sonni de Soto Michael in Texas Lazuli Jones LN Bey Lucy Felthouse Valerie Alexander Zimmerman Tess Danesi Regina Kammer Zodian Gray Anastacia Lucretia Charlie Powell Rose de
Fer J.C. Parker Suzanne Fox Myra S. Hart Emily Bingham Kathleen Tudor T.C. Mill Rachel Woe Violet R. Jones Kristi Hancock

TAKE ME, SIR
When a chance meeting brings together twenty-two year-old Kyndall Letlow, and London-born billionaire Dean Stokes, both claim that they're only looking for a one-night stand.
Fate, however, has something else in mind. Unable to stay away from each other, Kyndall and Dean struggle to overcome family disapproval and a secret that could put everyone at
risk.
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